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Triumph 721 LT

 
The 28" triumph 721 LT handles the many production challenges of digital , in-plant and on-demand printing. 

721-06 LT programmable hydraulic cutter 

* Programmable back gauge control module has an integrated calculator and stores 40 programs (up to 36
steps each) 
* Control module features repeat cut, eject, and memory functions as well as a delete and insert mode for
modifying program steps 
* Push buttons for fast back gauge movement (forward and reverse) 
* Electic blade and back gauge drive 
* Hydraulic clamp drive 
* Clamp pressure is fully adjustable between 550 and 4,400 psi 
* False clamp and foot pedal for pre-clamping 
* Electronic hand wheel with variable speed control for manual back gauge setting 
* Optical and mechanical cutting indicators 
* Durable stainless steel work surface, front and rear 
* Air jets on front and rear tables allow easy movement of paper 
* Solid steel blade carrier 
* Optional side tables extend working surface 
* UL and C UL approved 

SAFETY FEATURES 
* Safety light beams on front table, safety guard on rear 
* External blade depth adjustment 
* Two-hand operation 
* Disc brake for instant blade stop 
* Automatic blade and clamp return from any position 
* Safety lock with key and main switch 

Specifications: 
Cutting width 28" 
Cutting height 3" 
Narrrow cut 3/4"* 
Cutting length behind blade 28 3/8" 
Table length in front of blade 20 7/8" 
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Motor 2 hp 
Power supply 220 V, 3 phase 
Dimensions (D x W x H) 59 1/2" x 51 3/8" x 52 1/2" 
(82 3/4" W w/side tables) 
Shipping weight 1,686 lbs. (1,772 w/side tables) 
*3 1/2" with false clamp 

Warranty 
1 year limited warranty, excluding wearables 
Replacement Parts 
1 year limited warranty on mechanical parts, 90-day limited warranty on electrical and electronic parts 
Vendor Information
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